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ABSTRACTWeb searh engines rank potentially relevant pages/sites fora user query. Ranking douments for user queries has alsobeen at the heart of the Text REtrieval Conferene (TRECin short) under the label ad-ho retrieval. The TREC om-munity has developed doument ranking algorithms that areknown to be the best for searhing the doument olletionsused in TREC, whih are mainly omprised of newswiretext. However, the web searh ommunity has developedits own methods to rank web pages/sites, many of whihuse link struture on the web, and are quite di�erent fromthe algorithms developed at TREC. This study evaluatesthe performane of a state-of-the-art keyword-based dou-ment ranking algorithm (oming out of TREC) on a popu-lar web searh task: �nding the web page/site of an entity,e.g. ompanies, universities, organizations, individuals, et.This form of querying is quite prevalent on the web. Theresults from the TREC algorithms are ompared to fourommerial web searh engines. Results show that for �nd-ing the web page/site of an entity, ommerial web searhengines are notably better than a state-of-the-art TREC al-gorithm. These results are in sharp ontrast to results fromseveral previous studies.
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1. INTRODUCTIONWith the explosive growth of the World Wide Web, �nd-ing useful web pages/sites using web searh engines hasbeome a part of our everyday lives. Aording to a re-ent study sponsored by RealNames Corporation, 75% of�This work was performed when the authors were employeesof AT&T Labs. Current ontat information for both au-thors: Google, In., 2400 Bayshore Pkwy., Mountain View,CA 94043, USA, fsinghal, martinkg�google.om
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frequent Internet users use searh engines to navigate theweb [2℄. With suh usage, searh engines ontinually striveto improve their performane. What searh algorithms workbest for �nding information on the web? This has beomea ritial question given the heavy use of searh these days.Traditionally searh algorithms have been studied in theInformation Retrieval (IR) researh ommunity [16℄. Mosttraditional algorithms are keyword-based1 and, given a userquery, use word frequenies, word importane, doumentlength and other statistial ues to assign potential impor-tane to a doument. However, with the emergene of theweb many new algorithms for web searh have been pro-posed and are being used in various web searh engines to-day. Many of these algorithms inorporate link-strutureof pages in their ranking shemes, and are notably di�er-ent from the traditional keyword-based doument rankingalgorithms.One onferene whih has been quite inuential in theadvanement of traditional keyword-based IR ranking algo-rithms is Text REtrieval Conferene or TREC [24℄. TRECis a series of annual onferenes run by DARPA and NISTwith the aim of objetively evaluating text searh and re-lated tehnologies in independently run evaluations. Valu-able benhmark test olletions are produed as a by-produtof TREC. The doument searh problem has been dubbedas ad-ho searh under TREC. The ad-ho senario is par-allel to what happens in web searh. A user provides thesearh system with a (usually short) query, and the sys-tem ranks potentially relevant douments in response tothe query. Traditionally TREC has used douments fromNewswires and other non-web text olletions, for example,AP Newswire, Wall Street Journal, LA Times, San JoseMerury News, the Federal Register, et. More reentlythere has been a shift towards using a web doument olle-tion [7℄.During the last eight years, TREC partiipants have de-veloped new doument ranking algorithms that have beenshown to be quite e�etive for searhing doument olle-tions used in the TREC ad-ho tasks. One di�erene be-tween the traditional IR or TREC environment and the webenvironment is the presene of hyper-links between web do-uments. Several searh tehniques have been proposed inthe web environment that exploit the presene of links [1,9℄. Major web searh engines don't dislose all details about1We use the term keyword-based to refer to algorithms thatdo not use any linkage information, and the term link-basedfor algorithms that use both keywords and links in theirranking shemes.



their ranking shemes, however, it is widely known that sev-eral of them do inorporate link information in some form [1,25℄. How muh more e�etive are link-based methods in theweb environment as ompared to a state-of-the-art keyword-based method developed for the TREC ad-ho task? Thisquestion has been studied in a limited number of studies,espeially under TREC's web trak [5, 6, 7℄. The resultsfrom these studies indiate that for web searh, link basedmethods do not hold any advantage over the state-of-the-artkeyword-based methods developed for TREC ad-ho searh.These results are quite ounter-intuitive given the generalwisdom in the web searh ommunity that some kind oflinkage analysis does improve web page/site ranking. Ourwork is motivated by this disrepany between the resultspresented in [5, 6, 7℄, and the general belief in the web searhommunity.Di�erent web searh engines make ompeting laims re-garding their overage and searh e�etiveness. In this study,we don't onentrate on omparing the searh e�etivenessof di�erent web searh engines. There have been severalstudies that do suh a omparison [4, 11℄. Instead, our aimis to study how a state-of-the-art keyword-based doumentranking algorithm (emerging from the TREC ad-ho task)will perform on a realisti web searh task; and how thatperformane ompares to the performane of some popularweb searh engines whih use link struture in their rankingshemes. Previous studies have shown that link-based meth-ods do not hold muh advantage over keyword-based TRECad-ho algorithms, however, these studies aompany theirresults with several aveats whih we disuss in detail in Se-tion 2. This work aims at studying the above question inan environment whih is loser to real web searh and doesnot have these aveats. Again, the details are disussed inSetion 2.The rest of the study is organized as follows. Setion 2disusses the TREC ad-ho and web traks and points outsome of the shortomings of the web searh evaluation stud-ies done under TREC. Setion 3 disusses our experimentalenvironment and explains how this environment removes theproblems assoiated with the previous studies. In Setion 4we desribe our implementation of a state-of-the-art TRECad-ho algorithm, and show that it indeed is ompetitivewith the best TREC results. In Setion 5 we present ourresults and disuss them. Setion 6 onludes the study.
2. THE TREC AD-HOC AND WEB TRACKSThe ad-ho task has been at the heart of TREC evalua-tions sine the begining of TREC [24℄. In this task, TRECpartiipants are given a olletion of Newswire and otherdouments, usually about 500,000 to 700,000 douments inroughly two gigabytes of text. Along with the douments,the partiipants are also given a set of �fty queries posedby real users (often alled assessors as their key role is toassess the relevane of douments retrieved by di�erent sys-tems for their queries). The onferene partiipants rankdouments from the olletion for every query using theirsystems, and the top 1,000 douments for eah query arereturned to NIST by every partiipant for evaluation. Theassessors judge the top 100 to 200 douments from everysystem for relevane and various evaluation sores are om-puted for eah partiipating system (for example, averagepreision, preision in top 10, 20, 30 douments, and so on).Even though the TREC ad-ho task, espeially when us-

ing short 2-3 word queries2, is very lose to what happensin a web searh system, there are some notable di�erenes.For example, the type of douments being searhed in TRECad-ho are not web pages.
TREC Web TracksAn e�ort to evaluate web searh is underway at TREC underthe web trak [7℄. This trak deals with some of the di�er-enes between web searh and TREC ad-ho, and uses anevaluation framework based on web data. This trak usesa olletion of web pages from an early 1997 rawl of theweb done by the Internet Arhive [5℄. The queries are eitherseleted from a web searh engine's query log [5, 7℄, or arethe queries provided by the NIST assessors for the regularTREC ad-ho task [6, 7℄. The evaluation measure used ispreision in top twenty pages retrieved (i.e., proportion ofrelevant pages in top 20) [5, 6, 7℄.One of the main aims of TREC web trak has been toanswer the question if link-based methods are better thankeyword-based methods for web searh. Most results om-ing out of the web trak indiate that (as measured underTREC) link-based methods do not have any advantage overa state-of-the-art keyword-based TREC ad-ho algorithm.For example, aording to Hawking et al. in [6℄:: : : results are presented for an e�etiveness om-parison of six TREC systems : : : against �vewell-known Web searh systems : : : . These (re-sults) suggest that the standard rankings produedby the publi web searh engines is by no meansstate-of-the-art.: : : all �ve (publi web) searh engines performedbelow the median P�20 for (short) title-only (TREC)VLC2 submissions : : :Also, in [7℄ Hawking et al. say that: : : Little bene�t was derived from the use oflink-based methods for standard TREC measureson the WT2g olletion. : : : One group investi-gated the use of PageRank sores and found nobene�t on standard TREC measures. : : :On a similar note, Savoy and Piard in [17℄ say that asimplemented in their study:: : : Hyper-links do not result in any signi�antimprovement : : :Overall, the sentiment in [5, 6, 7, 17℄ is that when applied toweb searh, state-of-the-art keyword-based tehniques usedin TREC ad-ho systems are as e�etive as link-based meth-ods. Hawking et al. do aompany these ounter-intuitiveresults with several shortomings of the TREC environmentthat might be ausing them. For example, in [7℄ they say:: : : The number of inter-server links within WT2gmay have been too small or it may be that link-based methods would have worked better with dif-ferent types of queries and/or with di�erent typesof relevane judgments. : : :2Eah query also has muh longer versions whih someTREC partiipants use in their systems.



These aveats to the results presented in [5, 6, 7℄ are themain fous of this study. We observe the following short-omings of the evaluations done in the TREC web trak,and design a new evaluation whih is aimed at removingthese shortomings to study the e�etiveness of link-basedvs. keyword-based searh algorithms again:1. The queries used in the TREC environment are mostlytopial, i.e., they are aimed at �nding relevant pageson various topis. Whereas in a real web searh envi-ronment the users pose many di�erent kinds of queries,e.g., �nd a partiular site, or �nd high quality sites ona topi, or �nd merhants that sell something heap,et.,2. The relevane judgments used in [5, 6, 7℄ are doneon a per page basis and not on a per site3 basis. Eventhough the evaluation measure used|preision at rank20|rightly measures the preision oriented nature ofweb searh users, the page-based judgments ignore the(site-based) browsing aspet of the web.For example, in doing an in-house pilot study, we foundthat for the query \new york ity subway" (posed byone of our users) our TREC ad-ho algorithm retrievedeighteen out of the top twenty pages from the sitewww.nysubway.org, and all were judged relevant byour user. Most ommerial searh engines realize thatthis is not very desirable from the users' perspetive,one on the site www.nysubway.org, users like brows-ing the pages on that site themselves. Therefore, mostommerial searh engines group the results by site.Page based preision measurement tends to favor TRECad-ho algorithms whih an retrieve twenty pages, allrelevant, from a single site. On the other hand, site-based grouping done by most ommerial web searhengines arti�ially depresses the preision value forthese engines (as measured under TREC) beause itgroups several relevant pages under one item and �llsthe list of ranks by other, possibly non-relevant, sites.The problem that all relevant douments are not per-tinent to a user is a long standing problem in retrievalevaluation [3℄. Sine pertinene is hard to quantify,most retrieval evaluations just use doument relevaneas the evaluation riteria. The web searh engines, andin our opinion rightly so, take the view that multiplepages from the same site, even though relevant, are lesspertinent as ompared to relevant pages from di�erentsites. The TREC evaluations ignore this aspet.3. The web olletion used in TREC evaluations is a 100gigabyte olletion with 18.5 million pages based onan early 1997 rawl done by the Internet Arhive [5℄.This olletion is quite outdated with respet to thelink struture of the urrent web. For example, theaverage number of ross-host out-links in the TREColletion is 1.56 per page, whereas in a reent rawlof the web we notie that the average number of ross-host out-links is 4.53 per page, almost three times asmany. This indiates that there is a lot more linkageto be exploited in the urrent web ompared to the3We loosely use the term site to refer to the root page of agroup of pages on (usually) the same host. Of ourse thisde�nition is not always true.

web data used in TREC. This observation holds arossall the omparative measurements we did. For exam-ple, the average number of in-host out-links is 5.57per page for the TREC data, but it is muh higher|11.63/page|for our reent rawl. Similarly, the aver-age number of ross-host in-links for the TREC data is0.12/page and this number is 2.08/page for our rawl.(There is a di�erene in the average number of out-links and the in-links per page beause the out-linksinlude links pointing to pages not in out olletion.)Also, the average number of in-host in-links per pageis 3.71 for TREC data and it is 6.31 for our rawl. (Inall these measurements we only ount links that havesome valid anhor text attahed to them.)4. In a binary relevane model, as used in TREC, thereis no notion of a relevant page being more or less rel-evant than another relevant page. However, on theweb, there are learly good and not so good pages onevery topi. The quality of a web page is a subjetiveissue and the searh engines tend to apture it numer-ially by (for example) the number of outside pagesthat point to a given page (assuming linkage as a formof reommendation of quality), and other suh heuris-tis. This aspet is not aptured in TREC evaluations.5. Conentrating on partiular results presented in [5, 6℄whih show that the ommerial web searh enginesare notably worse than modern TREC ad-ho algo-rithms, we want to emphasize that in [5, 6℄ the prei-sion results for TREC algorithms are obtained on theTREC web data, whereas these results are omparedto ommerial web searh engines running on a om-pletely di�erent and muh larger and reent web rawl.Hawking et al., do aknowledge that this di�erene (inthe underlying web olletions) is a potential soure ofinonsisteny in their results.These shortomings of previous work do not give us on�-dene that the results from these studies will hold in a real-isti, more reent web searh environment. In the followingsetion, we desribe our experimental environment whih isaimed at removing these shortomings and evaluating thee�etiveness of urrent link-based web searh engines vs. astate-of-the-art keyword-based TREC ad-ho algorithm.
3. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENTTo set up an experimental environment that would allowus to objetively study the e�etiveness of TREC ad-hoalgorithms for a realisti web searh task, we need the fol-lowing tools:� Queries: A set of real user queries.� Judgments: User judgments for the \goodness" of apage/site retrieved by a searh engine.� TREC Implementation: An implementation of astate-of-the-art TREC ad-ho algorithm.� Evaluation Measure: An objetive evaluation mea-sure that aurately measures searh e�etiveness forthe searh task at hand.� Colletion: A large olletion of fresh web pages.In the following we disuss our approah to seleting andbuilding eah of these omponents.



Queries and JudgmentsAs we mentioned earlier, there is a wide variety of querytypes that users pose to a web searh engine. Eah type ofquery de�nes a spei� web searh task. For example, oneould easily identify queries in a searh engine query log thatseek a partiular web site, e.g., \Purdue University Home-page", \Amerian Airline web site", \Newark Airport", andso on. These queries an all be grouped under the task:�nd a web page/site. Similarly, there are a lot of queriesthat seek high quality sites on a ertain topi, e.g., \jazz",\searh engines", and so on. These queries an be groupedunder the task: �nd high quality web pages/sites on a topi.One an identify many suh task groups in a searh enginequery log. Based on our informal analysis of a large querylog, the two tasks we mention above: �nd a web page/siteand �nd high quality web pages/sites on a topi are quitepopular among web users. Short of doing a lot of manuallassi�ation, it is hard for us to quote onrete numberson how prevalent eah query type is on the web. To ourknowledge, there is no published study that groups queriesfrom a query log into suh task groups. Most studies doneon searh engine query logs study various statistial prop-erties of the queries, e.g., the average query length, queryrepetition, and so on [8, 18℄.To selet a set of queries for use in a web searh evalua-tion, ideally, one should take a random sample from queriesposed to a searh engine by a large population of users. Also,the pages retrieved by di�erent engines should be judged forgoodness by the person who posed the query. However, thetwo goals of a) using a large population of users, and b) ask-ing the original user to do relevane judgments, are quiteontraditory in a lab setting. One possible �x to this prob-lem is to use a limited set of users available for an experimentand only use their queries, and their judgments. This ap-proah does not yield as wide a variety of query types as onean get from a real searh engine query log. The other �x tothis problem is to use a sample of queries from a real searhengine query log, and ask a human subjet, obviously di�er-ent from the person who posed the query, to judge pages forsomeone else's query. This is the approah taken in some ofthe TREC studies [5, 7℄. In essene, the human subjet istold: \make your judgments based on what you would havebeen looking for, had you posed this query". This approahsu�ers from the problem that two human interpretations of aquery an be quite di�erent. For example, a human subjetan interpret the query \who wants to be a millionaire" asa query looking for ratings/reviews of the famous TV show,whereas the original user who posed the query might havebeen looking for the home-page for the show.Given these problems in obtaining extensive relevane judg-ments, and given that it is quite time and human-labor in-tensive to get relevane judgments from humans for a largeset of queries, we deided to experiment with only one popu-lar type of web queries for whih doing relevane judgmentsis relatively easy; we use queries of the type: �nd a webpage/site. A large proportion of users pose suh queries toweb searh engines everyday, and doing relevane judgmentsfor these queries is not as expensive. This seletion also al-lows us to do our evaluation using a relatively large set oftest queries.From two real user query logs, one our internal log for ourengine, and another made available by Exite (www.exite.om)we selet queries that are expliitly seeking a home-page or

a web-site. The Exite log4 ontains 2,477,283 queries posedto Exite during few hours on De. 20, 1999. To avoid thequery interpretation problem mentioned above, we �rst �ndall queries in these logs that ontain the string home followedby the string page, or the string web followed by the stringpage or site. This strit seletion riteria gives us 14,603queries from this log, for example \Aes High homepage",or \Champion Nutrition web site". There are many morequeries in the log that seem to be seeking a web page/site(e.g., \Panahe ommuniations" or \OÆe Depot") but wedon't want to get engaged in a query interpretation exerise.Then we use a human subjet to go through these 14,603 �l-tered queries, and a) eliminate the ones that are not seekingan expliit page, e.g., \web site administration", and b) linkqueries to their respetive web pages, e.g., link \Purdue Uni-versity Homepage" to www.purdue.edu. Using this proess,we generate a set of 100 queries, and their orrespondingrelevant pages, for use in our evaluation.Sine the keyword-based TREC algorithms are quite sen-sitive to presene of extraneous words (like homepage) in aquery, the human subjet generating the <query, relevantpage> pairs also removed these extraneous words from thequeries. So the query \Champion Nutrition web site" wasredued to just \Champion Nutrition". To our knowledge,most web searh engines have suh a stop-list (list of wordsto remove) for query proessing. Despite our instrutions,eight of the 100 queries were left as is by our human subjetand do ontain these extraneous words.Our query seletion proess eliminates the �rst, seondand fourth problems (mentioned in Setion 2) with the pre-vious studies done in [5, 6, 7℄. Sine we have only one pagethat is relevant to a query, the fourth problem of di�erenesin quality of two relevant pages does not exist. Also, thelarger problem (problem 2 in Setion 2) of page-based, in-stead of site-based, evaluation disappears sine there is onlyone orret site for a query.We realize that for queries that seek a web site, it is pos-sible for an engine to use some URL based heuristis toimprove its hanes of �nding the relevant site. For exam-ple, for the query \IBM", it is a reasonable guess that theuser is looking for the site www.ibm.om. If the ommerialweb searh engines use suh URL based heuristis, they willhave an unfair advantage over the TREC algorithms. Forthis reason, in our query seletion proess, we take extraare to make sure that the desired site is not a URL formedeasily by using query words. For example, we rejet querieslike \IBM", or \AOL", or the query \williams sonoma home-page" as the desired page (www.williams-sonoma.om) hasquery words in the URL. Even though there is nothingwrong in using suh URL ues to rank pages for a query, wewant to limit the advantage the ommerial engines mighthave due to using suh ues. For the queries used in thisstudy, if the ommerial engines do use some URL ues topromote ertain pages, they must do some non-trivial pro-essing of the query string to math it to a page URL. Onevariable that we did not aount for in our query seletionproess was keyword navigation servies like RealNames.We disuss the impat of this on our results in Setion 5.4Made available by Jak Xu of Exite viaftp:exite:om=pub=jak=Exite Log 12201999:gz



TREC ImplementationWe implement an ad-ho searh algorithm based on some ofthe top performing algorithms in use at TREC. The detailsof our implementation are disussed in Setion 4. To be fairand to make sure that our implementation of the TREC ad-ho algorithm is not broken, we test our implementation onseveral TREC ad-ho tasks and verify that it is indeed state-of-the-art (see Setion 4). Our evaluation proedure needsto aommodate the fat that the TREC ad-ho algorithmsretrieve pages, not sites, whereas most of the queries usedin this study seek partiular sites. Our implementation, likeany other keyword-based system, has a tendeny to retrievemultiple pages from a site. To have a site-oriented retrieval,we group the pages by the host they reside on and seletthe top twenty sites for evaluation. A site/host is given thesame rank as the rank of the best page residing on that site.This is in-line with what many ommerial searh enginesdo.
Evaluation MeasuresWe ompare the e�etiveness of our implementation of TRECad-ho algorithm to four ommerial searh engines: Exite,Google, Lyos, and AltaVista Raging. For a given query, ifa page is not found in the top ten ranks by a searh engine,that engine gets no redit for that partiular query. Theassumption here is that if a user an't �nd a page in the topresult page, the user will simply give up. This assumptionis strongly supported by the fat that almost 85% of usersdon't request beyond just the �rst results sreens for theirquery [18℄. For every system we ount the number of queriesfor whih it retrieves the desired site at rank-1, up to rank-2, up to rank-3, and so on, and plot this on a graph (seeSetion 5). The higher the number of queries for whih anengine retrieves the desired site at a ertain rank, the betteris the engine.Using the top ten pages per query also allowed us to man-ually judge every run. Even though it is simple in prinipleto �nd if two URLs will get you the same page, in light ofrediretions (via the refresh HTML meta-tag), pages gener-ated by javasripts, mirror sites, et., this beomes a non-trivial exerise in the urrent web environment. Therefore,we hek all the results by hand to �nd ranks of the relevantpages retrieved (as they may be retrieved under a ompletelydi�erent URL).
Collection of PagesTo eliminate the problems assoiated with the olletion ofweb pages used in previous studies (see problems 3 and 5 inSetion 2), we run our TREC ad-ho algorithm over 217.5gigabytes of freshly rawled web data (rawled between O-tober 14{17, 2000) ontaining 17.8 million web pages. Theassumption is that the ommerial web searh engines alsohave the same (fresh) opy of the pages rawled. The obje-tive is to make sure that the underlying olletion availableto the our TREC algorithm is similar to the olletion usedby the ommerial engines.Sine just 217.5 gigabytes of web data will not ontainall the pages indexed by the ommerial searh engines, theTREC algorithm might be at a disadvantage beause of thepoor overage of our rawl. To eliminate this problem, forevery query in our test set, we add to our rawl all miss-ing pages that are retrieved in the top ten ranks by any ofthe ommerial searh engines. We ran these queries on the

ommerial engines on Otober 17, 2000 and gathered the�rst ten results for eah. We then fethed the pages thatwere not in our rawl and added them to our olletion.This inlusion ensures that the TREC algorithms have a-ess to all pages that have been retrieved by a ommerialengine and are not at any disadvantage due to our smallrawl. Even though quite unlikely, it is possible that wemight have rawled pages that are not indexed by the om-merial engines. This gives a slight advantage to the TRECad-ho algorithm in its ability to �nd suh pages.
4. TREC AD-HOC ALGORITHMDi�erent groups partiipating in TREC have developedseveral ad-ho algorithms over years. Most groups have theirown expertise built into these algorithms. An analysis ofsome of the best performing TREC algorithms shows thatthe top ad-ho algorithms at TREC have the following twoommon features: [23, 24℄1. Most of the top performing systems use a modern termweighting method developed in either the Okapi sys-tem [12, 13℄ or the SMART system [19, 20℄.2. Most groups use a two-pass pseudo-feedbak basedquery-expansion approah. In this approah a �rstpass retrieval is done to �nd a set of top (say) 10 or 20douments related to the query, the query is expandedby adding new words/phrases from these doumentsusing relevane feedbak [14, 15℄, and this expandedquery is used to generate the �nal ranking in a seond-pass retrieval.Eah partiipating group has its own twist on the abovetwo omponents. For example, several groups use olletionenrihment [10℄, in whih a muh larger doument olletionis used in the �rst pass (instead of the target olletion) toloate douments for use in the query-expansion proess. Inyet another enhanement, several groups assume that poorlyranked douments from the �rst pass are not relevant to thequery and use this evidene of non-relevane in the queryexpansion proess [20℄.We implement an algorithm whih is a saled-down ver-sion of the ad-ho algorithm used by Singhal et al. in [20℄.As desribed in [23℄, this algorithm was one of the best per-forming ad-ho algorithms at TREC-7. Here are the stepsimplemented in our algorithm.� Pass-1: Using dtn queries and dnb douments, a �rst-pass retrieval is done (see Table 1 for an explanationof this term-weighting jargon).� Expansion: Top ten (distint) douments retrieved inthe �rst pass are assumed to be relevant to the query.Rohio's method (with parameters � = 1:0; � = 0:5,and the  fator is not needed here sine we do notassume any douments as non-relevant) is used to ex-pand the query by adding twenty new words with high-est Rohio weights [14℄. To inlude the idf -fator inthe expansion proess, douments are dtb weighted.� Pass-2: The expanded query is used with dnb dou-ments to generate the �nal ranking.Sine web olletions do have a reasonable number of du-pliate douments, to do the query expansion well for the



d tf fator: 1 + ln(1 + ln(tf)) 0 if tf = 0t idf fator: log(N + 1df )b pivoted byte length normalization fator:10:8 + 0:2� length of doument (in bytes)average doument length (in bytes)tf is the term's frequeny in text (query/doument)N is the total number of douments in the olletiondf is the number of douments that ontain the term, andthe average doument length depends on the olletion.dnb weighting: d fator � b fatordtb weighting: d fator � t fator � b fatordtn weighting: d fator � t fatorTable 1: Term Weighting Shemesweb olletions, we have observed that we need to eliminatedupliate douments from the top ten douments used forquery expansion. To do this, we retrieve top 100 doumentsin the �rst pass, and starting from rank 2 we test if a re-trieved doument is a dupliate of a previously ranked do-ument. If it is, we remove it from the list. We do this untilwe get ten distint douments. Two douments are onsid-ered dupliates of eah other if they share more than 70%of their voabulary. We have found this to be a reasonableheuristi for web pages.To test that our implementation of this TREC ad-ho al-gorithm is not broken and is indeed state-of-the-art, we runour system on two reent TREC ad-ho tasks and ompareits preision to the best performing systems at TREC. Sinemost web queries are short, we want to evaluate the systemperformane for short queries, and only use the 2-3 wordstitle portion of the TREC queries. Our objetive in thisstudy is to do a preision oriented evaluation, we only om-pare systems based the preision in top ranks. We omparethe preision of our system at rank 10 and at rank 20 toorresponding values for the �ve best performing systemsat TREC using title-only queries (these values are availablefrom the detailed results presented in the TREC proeed-ings, see Appendix A in [21℄ and [22℄). The results are shownin Tables 2 and 3.Tables 2 and 3 show the preision value for the best TRECsystems ordered by dereasing performane. Inserted in thatorder, is the orresponding preision value for our system.These results show that our system, motivated by a state-of-the-art TREC ad-ho algorithm is quite ompetitive withthe top performing TREC systems. This is espeially trueonsidering the performane gap between the best and the�fth-best system is not very signi�ant. For example, Ta-ble 2 indiates that for the TREC-7 ad-ho task, the bestperforming system ok7as retrieves on an average 4.86 rele-vant douments in top 10 for a query, whereas the �fth-bestperforming system retrieves 4.28. That di�erene is not verylarge from a user's perspetive.

In summary, these results verify that our implementationof a modern TREC ad-ho algorithm is not broken and isindeed state-of-the-art. It will be reasonable to say thatthis system, when run over our fresh web olletion, wouldprodue results that will be quite omparable to the resultsprodued by any other top TREC ad-ho system.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONAs desribed in Setion 3, we use 100 queries in this studythat seek a ertain web page/site. These queries vary from�nding ompany web sites, e.g., \jordanian airlines", \Volk-swagon", to �nding ollege home pages as in \Walla WallaCollege", \Brigham Young University", to �nding individ-ual pages, e.g., \mari ostendorf", \Vangelis Natsios", andso on. The results from both the �rst pass (no query ex-pansion) and the seond pass (with query expansion) of ourTREC algorithm are ompared to four ommerial searhengines: Exite, Google, Lyos, and AltaVista Raging.Figure 1 shows the results of our experiments. The x-axis of Figure 1 shows the rank at whih the desired sitewas retrieved by a system. The y-axis shows the umulativenumber of queries for whih the desired site was retrievedat or before the orresponding rank on the x-axis. For ex-ample, a point <6,82> on the plot indiates that the or-responding searh engine retrieved the desired site at rank6 or better for 82 out of the 100 queries. The higher theplot, the better the engine is. For example, the best engine(Engine 4) retrieves the relevant page at rank 1 for 81 outof the 100 queries. Whereas our two-pass TREC algorithmretrieves the relevant page at rank 1 for only 22 out of the100 queries.We would like to emphasize that for the TREC algo-rithms, any page that resides on the same host as the rele-vant page is ounted as relevant. We assume that it shouldbe fairly simple to do the host based grouping and presentthe root page for the host. This assumption might not al-ways be true and the results presented in Figure 1 for the



System P�10 System P�20ok7as 48.6% ok7as 42.5%OUR Implementation 46.8% LNaTit7 39.1%LNaTit7 46.2% OUR Implementation 38.8%pir8At 44.8% pir8At 37.7%att98at 44.2% FLab7at 37.5%FLab7at 42.8% att98at 36.3%Table 2: Preision at 10 and 20, TREC-7 ad-ho task
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Figure 1: Performane of TREC algorithm ompared to four ommerial searh engines.



TREC algorithms are, in some sense, best-ase. Despite thebest-ase senario for the TREC algorithms, Figure 1 showsthat the TREC algorithms are far behind these four om-merial web searh engines for the kind of queries used inthis study. The best ommerial engine �nds the relevantpage in top 10 for 94/100 queries whereas the better per-forming (one-pass) TREC algorithm �nds the relevant pagefor only 60 of the 100 queries. In short, the performaneanalysis presented in Figure 1 shows that the results fromthe TREC algorithms are onsistently and notably beloweven the poorest of the ommerial web searh engines usedin our study. This indiates that best TREC ad-ho algo-rithms are by no means state-of-the-art for web searh if ourobjetive is to �nd a spei� web site. These results ontra-dit the results presented in [5, 6, 7℄. However, we shouldsay that these previous studies do not use the type of queriesused in our study.An even more surprising result is that adding a more om-plex query-expansion seond pass does not improve the re-sults, instead it makes the results somewhat worse. Usingquery expansion and doing two-pass retrieval we only �ndthe relevant page for 50/100 queries in top 10 results as op-posed to 60 pages for the one-pass algorithm. This result isin diret ontradition to the results obtained by TREC par-tiipants for the TREC ad-ho benhmark tasks. In thoseresults, it has been widely shown that in terms of averagepreision, whih is how results are measured at TREC, atwo-pass algorithm is almost always notably better than us-ing just the �rst pass.
Use of RealNamesAs an un-antiipated onsequene of our hoie of the typeof queries used in this study, any engine that uses the Real-Names navigation servie [2℄ will have an edge in this test.RealNames links queries of this type to the true home-pagesfor the orresponding organization. On inspetion of theresults, we found that the best two engines in Figure 1 (En-gine 4 and Engine 3) both use the RealNames servie. Theother two might be using it but there is no way for us toverify that by just looking at the results page. The bestengine in Figure 1, Engine 4, used RealNames for 28 out ofthe 100 queries whereas the seond-best engine, Engine 3,used RealNames for 36 queries.This de�nitely gives an edge to these two engines. Un-fortunately, we an't �nd out how the relevant pages wouldhave been ranked by these engines if they were not usingthe RealNames servie. Also, sine our main objetive is toompare these engines to the TREC algorithms, even if weremove the queries for whih RealNames was used, the om-merial engines still have a very large lead over the TRECalgorithms, and the results from our experiments will stand.In all, it is quite safe to say that the ommerial enginesare using algorithms that are more e�etive for the type ofqueries used in this study.
DiscussionAnalyzing some of the queries for whih the TREC algo-rithms fail, we �nd that the most ommon reason for theirfailure is the presene of the query words with high fre-queny in non-relevant pages. For example, for the query\laguardia airport", the top ranked page (for the one-passalgorithm) is the ight shedule page for Tompkins CountyAirport (in Ithaa, NY, USA). This ight shedule ontains

the query word \laguardia" some ten times and gets a veryhigh tf�idf based sore. Similarly, for the query \amerianKennel lub", the top ranked page is a list of dog lubs, manyof whih have the query words in them. This list resides onthe site doghobbyist.om. This is an obvious problem withkeyword-based ranking systems, and we do see this problemhurting the results from our TREC algorithms.On an in-depth examination, we notie why the more ex-pensive two-pass system is worse than the one-pass system.For example, onsider the query \horizon blue ross blueshield"5. The one-pass system retrieves the relevant page,www.bbsnj.om, as the top ranked page. However, the �rstpass also retrieves many health insurane/are related pagesin the top ten pages. In the query expansion step, this queryloses its fous on \horizon blue ross blue shield" and insteadbeomes a general health insurane query, failing to retrievethe desired page in the seond pass. This loss of fous isobserved for many other queries in our set.It is worth noting that many pages retrieved by the TRECalgorithms are quite relevant to the topi at hand. Theyare just not the page the user was looking for in our ex-periments. Under the TREC riteria for judging relevane,many of these pages are \on topi" and will be judged rel-evant. This would explain why under the TREC measure-ments, the ommerial engines do not show any advantageover the TREC algorithms.
6. CONCLUSIONSSearhing the web aurately is beoming inreasinglyritial as the web grows. In this study we have revisitedthe question if link-based methods hold any advantage overstate-of-the-art keyword-based methods for searhing a webolletion. For the type of queries used in the study: �ndingthe web site of an entity, we observe that ommerial searhengines that use some link-based ranking shemes outper-form a modern keyword-based algorithm by a large margin.Suh queries are quite prevalent in web searh. The resultsfrom this study establish, for the �rst time, that for a er-tain type of queries, link-based ranking algorithms are in-deed better than using a modern keyword-based algorithm.Most previous studies that have done this omparison tendto show otherwise. It would be interesting to extend thiswork to other types of queries as well, for example to thequeries that seek high quality web sites on a ertain topi.
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